THE WHALE
WORSHIPPER
In science and in life, Eric Keen, C’08, plots his own course.
Text by Will Bostwick, C’10 • Photos by Luke Padgett, C’07

Humpback whales breathe deeply between gulps of food, preparing for another dive between the steep walls of Verney Passage in waters nearly 1,000
feet deep. More than 20 animals surrounded the Bangarang for an autumnal feast while onboard instruments recorded their echoing voices underwater.

Eric Keen is working
hard to fight a nearly
irresistible urge.
On this July morning, Keen is
piloting the 37-foot sailboat he has
christened the Bangarang on a scientific
mission, navigating a precise transect to
collect vital oceanographic data in British Columbia’s Squally Channel, when
the first shiny black dorsal fin breaks
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the surface of the water in the distance.
Killer whales are a relatively rare sight
even here, and the devoted whale enthusiast desperately wants to give chase. But
he knows the whales could easily outpace
the boat, and a fruitless pursuit would
take precious time away from a transect
that has, thus far, been blessed with fair
weather and relatively flat seas. Then
the whales surface again, closer than he
expected.
“Let’s get the cameras!” Keen shouts

to his makeshift crew of friends and
volunteers, pointing the bow toward the
whales. “Emily, watch the course. I’ll set
the hydrophone.” Pushing the boat to
keep up, the crew follows the pod to a
pair of islets where a colony of harbor
seals lingers, tantalizingly, just out of the
whales’ reach.
Thrilled by the prospect of witnessing a killer whale hunt up close, crewmembers begin taking identification
photos of the whales before they notice

It’s not always wet in the Great Bear Rainforest, but even
sunny days can be brisk when wind fills the jib sail on
board the Bangarang. The vessel has become Eric Keen’s
true home during years of outfitting and research.
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a young female orca shouldering one of
the islets. They suspect she’s playing a
role in a coordinated hunting maneuver.
But as the tide ebbs, Keen and his crew
begin to consider that this whale might
actually be stranded.
Now what?

T

he Great Bear Rainforest, carved
into a series of islands in northern
British Columbia by
deep channels of seawater
comprising the Kitimat fjord
system, has been dubbed by
National Geographic “the wildest place in North America.”
This is where Eric Keen,
C’08, stands spraddle-legged
at the helm of the Bangarang—spraddle-legged because
he’s six feet, seven inches tall
and can’t properly stand in
the covered cockpit of the
Bangarang.
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Keen, who was first introduced to
the area in 2010 by whale researchers
and nonprofit directors Janie Wray and
Hermann Meuter, is conducting visual
and acoustic surveys, and taking oceanic
samples and measurements that will
result in a comprehensive portrait of the
marine ecosystem. A Ph.D. candidate
at the Scripps Institution of Oceanography, Keen spends his summers here,

trying to understand this vibrant ecosystem, particularly the humpback, fin, and
orca whales that live and feed here.
As the International Union of
Geological Sciences ponders whether to
officially signify humans’ impact on geological history by labeling this period the
Anthropocene; as political, economic,
and scientific discussions increasingly center around humans’ role in the
environment and the proper
use of natural resources; and,
more and more, as people
who know and love remote
and wild places cluster in cities, Keen has devoted himself
to a research project in an
exceptionally wild place. It
also happens to be a wild place
that has been approved as
the route by which previously
untapped oil sands will make
their way to international
markets.
Safe harbors in the outer fjords are sprinkled with tiny islands. While the Bangarang lies at anchor, daily tides uncover hundreds of square miles of
rocky shoreline that provide an endless scavenger hunt for strange and wonderful creatures.

Keen brings with him a rotating
crew of volunteers, and works with the
tight-knit community in the area to better understand the complex and colorful ecology of the region before heavy
industry becomes a regular variable.

The plankton preservation station is one of the custom instrument assemblies created by Keen to gather oceanographic data quickly and efficiently,
turning the sailboat into a science utility vehicle.

“Whales are the biological ultimate, the closest you can come in the
biosphere to the almighty. Working closely with whales in the field
has all the qualities of a religious experience.”
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K

een’s study area is contained
entirely within the traditional
territory of the Gitga’at First Nation, who have lived in the area for
hundreds of years. Several oil and gas
shipping projects that could affect the
area are in various stages of approval, but
the project garnering the most adamant
opposition, which has been provisionally
approved, is run by Enbridge, Inc., and
plans to pipe bitumen crude oil, extracted from Alberta oil sands, through the
Northern Gateway Pipeline to Kitimat,
a small community at the head of the
eponymous fjord system. From there,

the oil will be loaded onto supertankers
and shipped all over the world through
the narrow and labyrinthine channels
of this unique ecosystem. Many see it as
Canada’s chance to be a major part of
the global oil economy.
The shipping projects are gearing
up just as whales are repopulating these
waters. Whale populations worldwide
were diminishing precipitously when
the International Whaling Commission declared a moratorium on commercial whaling in 1982. Before that, in
1972, the Canadian government halted
all commercial whaling operations
launched from Canadian ports.
When Wray and Meuter moved to
the Great Bear to start the North Coast
Cetacean Society (NCCS) in 2001, the
region was known primarily as an orca
habitat, and there were only occasional
humpback whale sightings (humpbacks

were among the populations hit particularly hard by commercial whaling
in British Columbia). NCCS has since
documented a thorough resurgence of
humpback whales. The first two months
of last summer, the Bangarang alone identified more than 80 individual humpbacks; some were seen more than 10
times. NCCS and the Bangarang have now
identified more than 360 individual
humpbacks in the area.
Even more surprisingly, in 2006,
NCCS spotted a fin whale. Fin whales,
which are the second largest mammals
in the world, are almost never seen in
inland waters, and are endangered by
U.S. classification. Every summer since
2006, fin whale numbers have increased
in the fjord system. This is the only
place on earth where one can identify an
individual fin whale from land. NCCS
and the Bangarang have identified more
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Individual whales can be identified by patterns or scars on their flukes. Each night, Keen and his collaborators pore over photos from the day using a
catalog of known individuals to sort out who’s who. Officially, each whale is known by its catalog number, but there are many whales in the Great Bear
Fjordland who bear the names of well-known Sewanee residents.

than 60 individuals in the area.
Among large whales, fin whales are
the species most often reported as struck
by vessels. With the proposed shipping traffic in these confined channels,
many are concerned that this recovering
inland population of fin whales will be at
further risk. There is also concern that
ship noise affects crucial acoustic capacities of these whales. The potential for
spills, ship strikes, and underwater noise
all add to general unease about introducing heavy industry into this relatively
undisturbed inland ecosystem.
Keen witnessed all of these factors
in his time volunteering for NCCS. In
2010, he visited an out-station maintained by NCCS on an island on the
outside reaches of the fjord system,
where a young researcher named James
Pilkington was conducting visual and
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acoustic land-based surveys. Keen published a paper in which he wrote admiringly of Pilkington’s dogged work ethic,
his devotion to the ecological community and his steadfast efforts to prevent the
proposed shipping developments. “He
puts all of himself toward the project,”
Keen wrote. Now, a few years later, the
same words describe Keen perfectly.

K

een paces the deck of the Bangarang,
trying to decide when it’s appropriate to set off alarm bells.
On the one hand, he doesn’t
want collaborators to drop everything
and hurry to the site, just to find that the
whale was never really in danger. On the
other hand, he doesn’t want the whale to
suffer needlessly.
When the young killer whale haplessly raises its tail out of the water,

unable to propel its body forward, Keen
knows it’s stranded. He tries to contact
Wray, Meuter, and the Giga’at, but can’t
reach anyone by radio. He then thinks
to contact the Canadian Coast Guard,
which has a much more wide-reaching
radio frequency.
Keen explains the situation and
tells the Coast Guard who needs to be
alerted. The Coast Guard reaches Wray
and Meuter on their boat, the Sofia, and
they immediately head for the islets.
Using their satellite phone, Meuter contacts colleagues at the Canada
Department of Fisheries and Oceans
(DFO), seeking proper protocol for
a whale stranding. DFO says it’s most
important to keep the whale wet, and as
calm as possible.

t Sewanee, Keen double-majored
in religion and ecology while leading extracurriculars as various as
the Contra Dance Club, the Ping
Pong Club, and the Natural History
Society. Anyone who knows him knows
he’s not just hard-working, ambitious
and energetic, he’s also creative, quirky,
and morally inquisitive. At the same
time he was teaching himself advanced
physics in a fire tower on the north rim
of the Grand Canyon one summer, he
was writing and recording an album of
whale-themed children’s music, which is
now available on iTunes.
The Sewanee experience that most
helped shape Keen’s current project
was the time he spent
in the Island Ecology Program on St.
Catherines Island,
Ga. The program is an
interdisciplinary field
study emphasizing the
interdependence of
the island ecosystem.
Keen says the 35 days
on the remote barrier island “lit a fire
in him,” and that fiery
enthusiasm came to
define him. Both on
the Domain and in
field excursions off
campus, Keen found
that a daily connection
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to his environment sustained him.
I remember taking a Religious
Environmentalism class with Keen that
seemed designed just for him. He says
that even then he didn’t see much difference between the study of religion and
ecology. “They both have to do with the
connectedness of lives and place,” he
says. “Both seek a farsighted, nuanced
view of life and its consequences, and
both of them say ‘There’s a lot we don’t
understand, but how do we press on and
do good work?’”
The semester we took Religious
Environmentalism, Keen was feeling the
growing pains typical of college students,
and poured himself into schoolwork for

relief. Each student in the class was to
complete a semester-long project relevant to the class’s subject, and which addressed a community need. Our professor, Sid Brown, in her grace, had Keen
abandon his planned semester project,
and focus on simply sitting still for an
hour a day. He couldn’t do it. There was
too much to do, and not enough time.

I

n 2011, Keen wrote an essay called
“The Case for Deifying the Blue
Whale.” It is a funny and engaging piece that is partly serious about
exalting the blue whale, and completely
serious about the value of religious
dedication and the wonder of nature
engendered by her
largest creature.
“Whales are the biological ultimate, the
closest you can come
in the biosphere to
the almighty,” he
says now. “Working
closely with whales in
the field has all the
qualities of a religious experience.”
An example
of such an experience, which Keen
documented in an
essay he published in
2011, highlights one
more compelling

A cold, clear night in the Southeastern corner of the Bangarang study area brings the aurora
borealis to life above Princess Royal Island.

“Oceanographic projects are typically large, expensive, and
complex. For logistical reasons, a student project is typically tacked
onto some other ongoing research project. Eric’s project is unique
in being entirely self-conceived, self-directed and independent of
any other ongoing projects.”
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element of this fjord system. This place,
specifically Caamaño Sound on the
southern limit of his study area, is the
regular feeding ground for a group of
bubble-net-feeding humpback whales.
After witnessing bubble-net feeding
here for the first time, Keen, in a rush
of inspiration, stayed up all night and
drafted an account of the experience as
full of as many superlatives and ineffables as the blue whale essay.
Bubble-net feeding occurs after
humpbacks have fasted all winter and
migrated on empty stomachs to their
feeding areas. In an act of jaw-dropping
coordination, the whales dive down and
spiral up, periodically casting nets of
bubbles around schooling fish. All this
time, some whale or some combination
of whales in the
group is issuing
a call that can
be heard reverberating in the
gunwales of a boat
and can strike
a listener as the
agonized wail of
a deeply feeling
creature. After
the call reaches its
deepest and most
constant note,
there is a moment of haunting
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silence, then the whales break the surface
in gluttonous triumph.
The bubble-net-feeding humpbacks, the sleek and elusive fin whales,
the chattering and ominous orcas are
all magnificent and puzzling. Keen
found that these whales posed questions
he wanted to try to answer. He felt that
here there was a community of people
who would support him, and that, if he
succeeded, his project would benefit the
community. “I needed to find something that forced me to grow and incorporate that old flame into a more mature
way of participating and contributing in
the world,” he says.
Keen mentions a moment in 2012
after he had finished his first year at
Scripps, when he was volunteering with

NCCS for a second summer, in which
everything he had been restlessly turning
over in his mind for the last several years
suddenly seemed to cohere and stand as
a kind of imperative: This area needs an
ecologist.
Keen saw that his background in
ecology, his skill for planning and logistics, and his commitment to the area
could come together in a dissertation
research project that would detail the
ecological status of the area before any
impending oil and gas shipping begins.
After consulting with Wray, Meuter,
and Gitga’at leaders, Keen felt he had
found the thing that could simultaneously drive him and benefit from his
drive. All of the energy and restlessness
that prevented him from sitting still
for that Religious
Environmentalism
project propelled
him to complete
all the tasks on the
poster-sized to-do
lists he wrote out
and folded up into
his pocket every
day in preparation
for the project.
There are
devoted whale
researchers in the
area; Canada’s
Department of

Zooplankton are essential to the ocean’s biggest ecological patterns. Tiny copepods like these are
eaten by larger, shrimp-like krill, a favorite food of whales. Though the animals are less than 1 millimeter in length, researcher Katie Qualls tries to get as close to them as possible.

In the waters running like veins through this territory, there’s
Keen, affixed to the mast of the Bangarang, looking, recording, and
pondering. He’s trying to make sense of something he knows he’ll
never fully understand, but he believes it’s meaningful work.
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The Bangarang is remarkably self-contained. It’s like a floating RV, capable of supporting research for weeks at a time in a vast and remote landscape
with very little human settlement. Keen never gets tired of spotting migratory birds from the bow.

Fisheries and Oceans conducts surveys
in the area; the Gitga’at have a science
team focused on fisheries and stewardship, but no one has set out to collect
baseline ecological data, focused on the
interconnectedness of the marine ecosystem, accounting for everything from
oceanic features to seabird population
densities. To someone other than Keen,
the hurdles might have seemed insurmountable: Buy a boat and maintain
it, learn to sail, learn to code, code a
seamless data-entry software and manage
a team of volunteers, to say nothing of
the other demands on a Ph.D. student at
a highly competitive research institution.
To do this, Keen says, he relied heavily
on many people, especially his father,
who had many of the skills he needed to
learn.

“Eric’s proposed dissertation
project was by far the most ambitious
of any of my students,” says Jay Barlow,
Keen’s adviser, who is one of the country’s leading marine mammal experts.
“Oceanographic projects are typically
large, expensive, and complex. For
logistical reasons, a student project is
typically tacked onto some other ongoing research project. Eric’s project is
unique in being entirely self-conceived,
self-directed, and independent of my
work and any other ongoing projects at
Scripps.”

K

een designed a structure for daily
surveys on the Bangarang based on
a combination of his experience
at NCCS and his study of field
research methods. On my first full day

in the study area, we began the first
audio-visual transect of the 2015 season
at 4:45 a.m., sun just up. On our way
to South Squally Channel, over coffee,
Keen gave instructions on how to report
sightings, and a brief tutorial on bearing
and reticle readings. The transect zigzags
up or down a channel between established points. The transects are punctuated by stations, where we take oceanographic measurements with the CTD (a
sophisticated instrument that takes and
stores readings on water features like
salinity, temperature, chlorophyll levels,
etc.), do a Secchi disk reading (which
measures the turbidity of the water) and
a zooplankton tow (which captures a
sample of the small organisms that feed
much of the ecosystem).
Crew rotates from stern to portWINTER 2016 • SEWANEE MAGAZINE • 23
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side observation to starboard-side
the glowing representation of that.
we only get to do this once and so we
observation. There is an observation
David Haskell, Keen’s academic
should seek adventures that make our
platform built beneath the mast, and
adviser at Sewanee who remains a trusted heart quicken.”
observers literally strap themselves to
adviser to him, says an echo of Keen’s
Katie Qualls, C’12, another close
the mast like Ahab and Odysseus before
time at Sewanee is his insistence on
Sewanee friend of Keen’s, has volunthem. The crewmember at stern enters
bringing people with him as he underteered on the Bangarang all three research
data that observers report to them over a takes these big projects. “I don’t think
seasons, and has spent three summers
radio, while monitoring the autopilot’s
he’s quite aware of that,” Haskell says.
volunteering with Wray and Meuter.
course, and occasionally making turns
Keen could have pursued a smaller-scale She first came to the area after hearor adjustments to course to avoid debris. project, and involved fewer people. If
ing about it from Keen, and, when
“The most impressive thing about
he had, he wouldn’t have had to worry as
she heard Keen would need a master’s
Eric’s research is how much he is doing
much about letting people down. But as
student to analyze his zooplankton
by himself,” says Barlow. “His research
he feeds his curiosity, marvels at natusamples from the study area, she applied
project includes components of physical ral beauty, and provides a service to a
and was admitted to a graduate program
oceanography, plankton, acoustic backcommunity, those he has involved get to
in zooplankton ecology at Oregon State
scatter, whale surveys, seabird surveys,
share that, too.
University, where Keen had previously
and whale behavioral studies. Normally,
Knowingly or not, Keen is demfound a professor eager to advise a
we have a whole team of researchers
onstrating the scale of things one can
student analyzing his samples. After she
when we try to accomplish this level of
accomplish. He has created his own
finishes analyzing the data Keen needs
diverse sampling. And, we normally have small community on the Bangarang, and
for his dissertation, Qualls plans to
a large research vessel run by a profeshas introduced his friends and volunpartner with the Gitga’at to launch her
sional staff of mariners. Eric is accomteers to the people, fjords, and whales
own thesis project focused on the tiny
plishing all of this research sampling
of northern British Columbia. Will
organisms the whales travel so far to
while captaining his own vessel. It’s truly
Harper, C’08, who met Eric when they
feed on.
amazing.”
were students at Sewanee and remains a
“After all is said and done, Eric is a
As smooth and efficient as Keen’s
close friend says, “From dry land, Eric’s
son of Sewanee,” says Geology Professor
operation is now, it took time and facing experience on the Bangarang looks like a
Bran Potter. Having had a healthy dose
serious setbacks to get there. His first
wild celebration of life, of the idea that
of things like hard, meaningful work,
study season, 2013, was
the beauty of nature, and
characterized by engine
a community that looks
trouble, the operaafter one another, Keen
tional shortcomings of
knew he needed to find
a 30-year-old boat,
it again. This project is
and significant learnpropelled by exactly the
ing experiences in every
values that propelled
respect. Season two was
him at Sewanee, and he
stymied by an engine
has found a community
replacement that resulted
where those values fit.
in legal action and set
“He’s done everythe study efforts back by
thing the right way, when
several months. Keen
it comes to being in
felt he had let down the
Gitga’at territory,” says
people who had given
Janie Wray. “He’s shown
their time and money to
so much respect for the
support him. Though
entire community, and
Katie Qualls, C’12, has been involved in Keen’s science effort since the very first
deflated, he persisted,
he gets how this commuresearch season in the fjords, and is currently conducting research for her master’s
and the 2015 season is
nity works.”
degree using data and specimens collected aboard the Bangarang.
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Stars wheel at moonset with the Bangarang at anchor beneath a flotilla of swift-moving clouds.

W

hen the other boats arrive
around the islets where the orca
is stranded, Keen goes ashore
with Meuter, Wray, and several
members of the Hartley Bay community.
The response team works with buckets
and bedsheets, taken off the beds on the
Bangarang, to keep the whale wet and cool.
Always improvising, Keen thinks to
connect a hose to a water pump, and devises a mechanism for keeping a constant
flow of water on the whale. The team
keeps at it for six hours.
Keen suggests the crew still on the
Bangarang use whatever supplies are available to make lunch for everyone gathered there. As the rising tide reaches the
whale’s flanks, a group of schoolchildren
from Hartley Bay arrive with Cam Hill,
the school’s principal.
Keen, never missing an opportunity for data, is ferried back to the
Bangarang to deploy the hydrophone. If

you listen to the recording, you can hear
cheers after the whale has freed itself
and resurfaces away from the danger
posed by shallow rocks. Everyone is
thrilled and exhausted. The story will
later make news all over Canada and the
United States. Meuter, laconic in work,
is effusive in celebration. Keen, deeply
grateful for the community effort and
awestruck by the encounter, still worries
over the lost day of research.

I

says, “Our territory is everything to
us. Our unfettered use of the territory
defines who we are as a people. It is our
source of food, it is our school, it’s our
church, it’s our playground, it’s our
history, and it’s our livelihood. It is our
only future. We as Gitga’at cannot exist
without it.”
And in the waters running like veins
through this territory, there’s Keen,
affixed to the mast of the Bangarang, looking, recording, and pondering. He’s
trying to make sense of something he
knows he’ll never fully understand, but
he believes it’s meaningful work. And
seeing him there, knowing him, you
believe it too.

n a speech delivered to the joint
review panel tasked by the Canadian
government with reviewing Enbridge’s
proposal to build the Northern
Gateway pipeline and bring supertankers through the fjords the Gitga’at call
home, Cam Hill,
the Hartley Bay
TOUR THE BANGARANG
school principal
Eric Keen hosts a tour of the Bangarang in a video by Luke Padgett
and Gitga’at band
at www.vimeo.com/lukepadgett/bangarang-tour.
council member
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